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Abstract. Password based authenticated key agreement protocols have been the most
widely used methods for user authentication, since it allows people to choose and remem-
ber their own passwords without any assistant device. Password based authenticated key
agreement protocols, however, are vulnerable to password guessing attacks since users
usually choose easy-to-remember passwords. Recently, Lee and Lee pointed out that N.
Y. Lee et al.’s password based authenticated key agreement protocol is vulnerable to a
man-in-the-middle attack, and then proposed an improvement to overcome the attack.
The current paper, however, demonstrates that Lee-Lee’s password based authenticated
key agreement protocol is still vulnerable to off-line password guessing attacks, and then
proposes an improvement of the protocol in order to overcome such security attacks.
Compared with Lee-Lee’s protocol, the proposed protocol is very useful in password-based
Internet and wire/wireless communication environments to access remote information
systems since it provides security, reliability and efficiency.
Keywords: Cryptography, Authenticated key agreement, Cryptanalysis, Password guess-
ing attacks

1. Introduction. Password based authenticated key agreement protocols [1] have been
the most widely used method for user authentication, since it allows people to choose
and remember their own passwords without any assistant device. The objective of a
password based authenticated key agreement protocol is the same as a conventional au-
thenticated key agreement protocol: after two communicating parties successfully execute
the protocol, each of them should have certain assurances of the other’s true identity (au-
thentication), and it shares a new and random session key only with each other and the
key is derived from contributions of both parties (key agreement) [2-10].

Password based authenticated key agreement protocols, however, are vulnerable to
password guessing attacks [11] since users usually choose easy-to-remember passwords.
Unlike typical private keys, the password has limited entropy, and is constrained by the
memory of the user. For example, one alphanumerical character has 6 bits of entropy.
Therefore, the goal of the attacker, which is to obtain a legitimate communication parties’
password, can be achieved within a reasonable time. Thus, the password guessing attacks
on password based authenticated key agreement protocols should be considered realistic
[12-17].
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In 1999, Seo and Sweeney [18] proposed a new key agreement protocol based on the
Diffie-Hellman protocol [19] called simple authenticated key agreement algorithm (SAKA).
In SAKA protocol, two parties have a pre-shared password for data communication, pro-
duce a session key by exchanging messages and confirm each other. Because of the ad-
vantages that can simplify key agreement, the SAKA-like protocols are widely concerned
in the researches for key agreement, and therefore, there are several articles proposed to
continuously enhance SAKA-like protocols [20,21].
In 2000, Tseng [20] pointed out that the SAKA protocol is vulnerable to the replay

attack and then proposed an improved protocol. Later, Ku and Wang [21] showed that the
Tseng’s protocol is still vulnerable to the backward replay attack without modification and
the modification attack. To prevent these attacks, Ku and Wang also proposed another
improvement. However, Hsu et al. [22] pointed out that the Ku-Wang’s protocol is also
vulnerable to the modification attack and then proposed an improved protocol to prevent
this security flaw. Unfortunately, in 2004, N. Y. Lee et al. [23] showed that the Hsu et al.’s
protocol cannot withstand another modification attack and then proposed its enhanced
protocol.
Thereafter, in 2005, Lee and Lee [26] showed that N. Y. Lee et al.’s password based

authenticated key agreement protocol is still vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack.
That is, an active adversary can fool the participants into believing a wrong session key
by altering the exchanged messages in the key establishment and validation phase. Then,
Lee and Lee proposed a slight improvement to overcome the security flaw. Nevertheless,
Lee-Lee’s improved protocol is still susceptible to off-line password guessing attacks since
users usually choose easy-to-remember passwords [11]. Unlike typical private keys, the
password has limited entropy, and is constrained by the memory of the user. For example,
one alphanumerical character has 6 bits of entropy, and thus the goal of the attacker,
which is to obtain a legitimate communication party’s password, can be achieved within a
reasonable time. Therefore, the password guessing attacks on Lee-Lee’s improved protocol
should be considered a real possibility. In general, the password guessing attacks can be
divided into three classes [11]:

• Detectable on-line password guessing attacks: an attacker attempts to use a guessed
password in an on-line transaction. He/she verifies the correctness of his/her guess
using the response from corresponding party (e.g., server). A failed guess can be
detected and logged by the corresponding party (e.g., server).
• Undetectable on-line password guessing attacks: similar to above, an attacker tries
to verify a password guess in an online transaction. However, a failed guess cannot be
detected and logged by the corresponding party (e.g., server), as the corresponding
party (e.g., server) cannot distinguish between an honest request and an attacker’s
request.
• Off-line password guessing attacks: an attacker guesses a password and verifies
his/her guess off-line. No participation of corresponding party (e.g., server) is re-
quired, so the corresponding party (e.g., server) does not notice the attack as a
malicious one.

Accordingly, this paper demonstrates the vulnerabilities of Lee-Lee’s protocol to the
off-line password guessing attacks, and then proposes an improvement to the protocol in
order to overcome such security problems. The proposed protocol has several important
features and advantages as follows: (1) It is designed to optimize the computation cost of
each participant by using the small communication round. (2) It achieves cryptographic
goals only using discrete logarithm problem (DLP), bit-wise exclusive-OR (XOR) opera-
tion and collision-free one-way hash functions as main cryptographic operations without
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additional requirements such as using public key cryptosystem and digital signatures. (3)
It not only is secure against well-known cryptographical attacks such as replay attack,
guessing attack, man-in-middle attack, modification attack and impersonation attack, but
also provides secure mutual authentication, known-key security, session key security and
perfect forward secrecy. Thus, the proposed protocol is very useful in password-based
Internet and wire/wireless communication environments to access remote information
systems since it provides security, reliability and efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews Lee-Lee’s
password based authenticated key agreement protocol. An outline of the off-line password
guessing attacks on Lee-Lee’s protocol is proposed in Section 3. Our improved protocol is
presented in Section 4, while Section 5 and Section 6 discuss the security and the efficiency
of the proposed protocol, respectively. Our conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Review of Lee-Lee’s Protocol. This section briefly reviews Lee-Lee’s password
based authenticated key agreement protocol [26].

2.1. Security requirements. Here, eight security properties [32, 33]: replay attack,
password guessing attack, man-in-middle attack, modification attack, mutual authenti-
cation, known-key security, session key security and perfect forward secrecy, must be
considered for the password-based authentication protocol.

1. Replay attack : A replay attack is an offensive action in which an adversary imper-
sonates or deceives another legitimate participant through the reuse of information
obtained in a protocol.

2. Guessing attack : A guessing attack involves an adversary (randomly or systemati-
cally) trying long-term private keys (e.g., user password), one at a time, in the hope
of finding the correct private key. Ensuring long-term private keys chosen from a
sufficiently large space can reduce exhaustive searches. Most users, however, select
passwords from a small subset of the full password space. Such weak passwords with
low entropy are easily guessed by using the so-called dictionary attack.

3. Man-in-middle attack : The man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active eavesdrop-
ping in which the attacker makes independent connections with the victims and
relays messages between them, making them believe that they are talking directly to
each other over a private connection when in fact the entire conversation is controlled
by the attacker.

4. Modification attack : A modification attack is an attempt to modify information that
an attacker is not authorized to modify. This type of attack is an attack against the
integrity of the information.

5. Mutual authentication: Mutual authentication means that both the communication
entities (the client and the server) are authenticated to each other within the same
protocol.

6. Known-key security : Known-key security means that each run of an authentication
and key agreement scheme between two communication entities (the client and the
server) should produce unique secret keys; such keys are called session keys.

7. Session key security : Session key security means that at the end of the key exchange,
the session key is not known by anyone but two communication entities (the client
and the server).

8. Perfect forward secrecy : Perfect forward secrecy means that if a long-term private
key (e.g., client password) is compromised, this does not compromise any earlier
session keys.
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2.2. Notations. Notations used in this paper are defined as follows:

• Alice, Bob: two communicating parties;
• IDA, IDB: two communicating parties’ identities;
• Eve: an adversary or attacker;
• p: a large prime number;
• g: a generator ∈ RZ

∗
p with the order p− 1;

• D: a uniformly distributed dictionary of size |D|;
• PW : a low-entropy password shared between Alice and Bob, which is randomly
chosen from D;
• Q, Q−1: two integers computed from PW by a pubic predesignated method such
that Q ·Q−1 = 1 mod p− 1;
• a: a secret random integer ∈ RZ

∗
p chosen by Alice;

• b: a secret random integer ∈ RZ
∗
p chosen by Bob;

• sid: a session identifier;
• SK: a shared common session key between Alice and Bob;
• h(·): a secure one-way hash function;
• ⊕: a bit-wise exclusive-or (XOR) operation.

2.3. Lee-Lee’s protocol. Assume that the system has two public parameters p and g,
where p is a large prime and g is a generator with order p − 1 in GF (p). Let Alice and
Bob, two communicating parties, share a common password PW in advance. Alice and
Bob can pre-compute two integers Q and Q−1 mod (p − 1) from the common password
PW in any predetermined way and are relatively prime to p − 1. There are two phases
in the Lee-Lee’s protocol: key establishment and key validation. Figure 1 illustrates Lee-
Lee’s password based authenticated key agreement protocol. Their protocol proceeds as
follows:

2.3.1. Key establishment phase. Let a and b be random integers chosen by Alice and Bob,
respectively. The key establishment phase of the Lee-Lee’s protocol goes as follows:

KE1. Alice computes X = aQ and A1 = gX mod p, and then sends A1 to Bob.
KE2. Bob computes Y = bQ and B1 = gY mod p, and then sends B1 to Alice.

KE3. Alice computes the session key KA = BQ−1a
1 mod p = gab mod p.

KE4. Bob computes the session key KB = AQ−1b
1 mod p = gab mod p.

2.3.2. Key validation phase. Let IDA and IDB be an identifier of Alice and Bob, respec-
tively. Let h(·) be a one-way hash function [33]. The key validation phase of the Lee-Lee’s
protocol goes as follows:

KV1. Alice checks whether KA mod p 6= 1 holds or not. If it holds, Alice computes
A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA) and sends it to Bob.

KV2. Bob checks whether KB mod p 6= 1 holds or not. If it holds, Bob computes B2 =
h(IDB, B1, KB) and sends it to Alice.

KV3. Alice validates KA by checking if B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB) sent by Bob is equal to her
own h(IDB, B1, KA).

KV4. Bob validates KB by checking if A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA) sent by Alice is equal to his
own h(IDA, A1, KB).

Now, Alice and Bob are convinced the common secret session key KA = KB = gab mod p.

3. Off-Line Password Guessing Attacks on Lee-Lee’s Protocol. This section shows
that Lee-Lee’s password based authenticated key agreement protocol is vulnerable to off-
line password guessing attacks [11].
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Shared Information: p, g, h(·), IDA, IDB

Information held by Alice: IDA, PW , Q, Q−1

Information held by Bob: IDB, PW , Q, Q−1

Alice Bob

Key Establishment Phase:

Generate random a ∈ RZ
∗
p Generate random b ∈ RZ

∗
p

Compute X ← aQ Compute Y ← bQ

Compute A1 ← gX mod p
A1−−−−−−−−−−−−→
B1←−−−−−−−−−−−−

Compute B1 ← gY mod p

Compute

KA ← BQ−1a
1 mod p (= gab)

Compute

KB ← AQ−1b
1 mod p (= gab)

Key Validation Phase:

Check KA mod p 6= 1 Check KB mod p 6= 1

Compute A2 ← h(IDA, A1, KA)
A2−−−−−−−−−−−→
B2←−−−−−−−−−−−

Compute B2 ← h(IDB, B1, KB)

Verify B2
?
=h(IDB, B1, KA) Verify A2

?
=h(IDA, A1, KB)

Session key KA = KB = gab mod p

Figure 1. Lee-Lee’s password based authenticated key agreement protocol

3.1. Off-line password guessing attack 1. Let Eve be an active adversary who inter-
poses the communication between Alice and Bob. Then, Eve can easily obtain a legitimate
communication parties’ password PW . The off-line password guessing attack 1 proceed
as follows:

3.1.1. Attack on key establishment phase.

KE1*. When Alice sends A1 = gX mod p to Bob, where X = aQ, Eve replaces it with
A′

1 = g mod p, and then sends A′
1 to Bob.

KE2*. Upon receiving A′
1, Bob will compute Y = bQ and B1 = gY mod p, and then send

B1 to Alice.
KE3*. Eve intercepts B1 and replaces it with B′

1 = g mod p, and then sends B′
1 to Alice.

Then, Alice will compute the session key KA = (B′
1)

Q−1a mod p = gQ
−1a mod p. Bob also

will compute the session key KB = (A′
1)

Q−1b mod p = gQ
−1b mod p.

3.1.2. Attack on key validation phase.

KV1*. Alice will check whether KA 6= 1 holds or not. Since it holds, Alice will compute
A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA) and send it to Bob.

KV2*. Eve intercepts A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA).
KV3*. Bob also will check whether KB 6= 1 holds or not. Since it holds, Bob will compute

B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB) and sends it to Alice.
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KV4*. Eve intercepts B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB).

3.1.3. Off-line password guessing attack 1.

P1*. In order to obtain the password PW shared between Alice and Bob, Eve makes a
guess at the secret password PW ∗ from dictionary D and derives corresponding Q∗

and Q∗−1, where Q∗ ·Q∗−1 = 1 mod (p− 1).

P2*. By using the intercepted value A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA), Eve checks if A2
?
= h(IDA, A1,

(A′
1)

(Q∗−1)2 mod p), where IDA and A1 are the information that Eve captured. If it
holds, Eve has guessed the correct secret password PW ∗ = PW .

P3*. If it is not correct, Eve repeatedly performs the Steps (P1∗) and (P2∗) until A2
?
=h

(IDA, A1, (A
′
1)

(Q∗−1)2 mod p).

Furthermore, if Eve uses B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB), IDB and B1, then Eve can also obtain
the password PW shared between Alice and Bob as described above.
The algorithm of the off-line password guessing attack 1 is as follows:

Off-line Password Guessing Attack 1 (IDA, A1, A
′
1, A2, D)

{
for i := 0 to |D|
{
PW ∗ ← D;
Q∗, Q∗−1 ← PW ∗;
if A2 = h(IDA, A1, (A

′
1)

(Q∗−1)2 mod p) then return PW ∗

}
}

3.2. Off-line password guessing attack 2. If Alice and Bob convince whether A′
1 =

g mod p and B′
1 = g mod p in (KE2∗) and (KE3∗) of the key establishment phase, respec-

tively, above mentioned off-line password guessing attack 1 will fail. However, Eve can
still succeed the off-line password guessing attack 2 by using the following method:

3.2.1. Attack on key establishment phase.

KE1′. When Alice sends A1 to Bob, Eve chooses an integer a′ ∈ RZ
∗
P , replaces A1 with

A′
1 = ga

′
mod p, and then sends A′

1 to Bob.
KE2′. Upon receiving A′

1, Bob will compute Y = bQ and B1 = gY mod p, and then send
B1 to Alice.

KE3′. Eve intercepts B1, chooses an integer b′ ∈ RZ
∗
P , replaces B1 with B′

1 = gb
′
mod p,

and then sends B′
1 to Alice.

Then, Alice will compute the session key KA = (B′
1)

Q−1a mod p = gb
′Q−1a mod p. Bob

also will compute the session key KB = (A′
1)

Q−1b mod p = ga
′Q−1b mod p.

3.2.2. Attack on key validation phase.

KV1′. Alice will check whether KA 6= 1 holds or not. Since it holds, Alice will compute
A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA) and send it to Bob.

KV2′. Eve intercepts A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA).
KV3′. Bob also will check whether KB 6= 1 holds or not. Since it holds, Bob will compute

B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB) and sends it to Alice.
KV4′. Eve intercepts B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB).
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3.2.3. Off-line password guessing attack 2.

P1′. In order to obtain the password PW shared between Alice and Bob, Eve makes a
guess at the secret password PW ∗ from dictionary D and derives corresponding Q∗

and Q∗−1, where Q∗ ·Q∗−1 = 1 mod (p− 1).

P2′. By using the intercepted value A2 = h(IDA, A1, KA), Eve checks if A2
?
= h(IDA, A1,

(A′
1)

(Q∗−1)2b′ mod p), where IDA and A1 are the information that Eve captured. If it
holds, Eve has guessed the correct secret password PW ∗ = PW .

P3′. If it is not correct, Eve repeatedly performs the Steps (P1′) and (P2′) until A2
?
=h

(IDA, A1, (A
′
1)

(Q∗−1)2a′ mod p).

Furthermore, if Eve uses B2 = h(IDB, B1, KB), IDB and B1, then Eve can also obtain
the password PW shared between Alice and Bob as described above.

The algorithm of the off-line password guessing attack 2 is as follows:

Off-line Password Guessing Attack 2 (IDA, A1, A
′
1, b

′, A2)
{
for i := 0 to |D|
{
PW ∗ ← D;
Q∗, Q∗−1 ← PW ∗;
if A2 = h(IDA, A1, (A

′
1)

(Q∗−1)2b′ mod p) then return PW ∗

}
}
Therefore, the off-line password guessing attacks are effective to the Lee-Lee’s password

based authenticated key agreement protocol.

3.3. Real applications for the proposed password guessing attacks. In the mod-
ern life which the Internet has strong influence to people, passwords are the most common
means of user authentication on the Internet. For practical applications, password-based
authentication protocols are required when making use of Internet network services like
E-learning, on-line polls, on-line ticket-order systems, roll call systems and on-line games.
Suppose that the password PW of user can be revealed by the attacker due to the above
described password guessing attacks. In real applications, users offer the same password
as above to access several application servers for their convenience. Thus, an attacker
may try to use the guessed password PW to impersonate the user to login to other sys-
tems that the user has registered with outside this Lee-Lee’s protocol-based server. If the
targeted outside server adopts the normal authentication protocol, it is possible that the
attacker can successfully impersonate the user to login to it by using the guessed password
PW . Therefore, the password breach cannot be revealed by the attacker’s actions.

In Lee-Lee’s protocol, the attacker can successfully recover the target password PW
within a reasonable time on the typical pentium computer in a case where the password
types are lower/upper case letters and purely random combinations of alphabet/numeric
characters [34, 35]. In case where the password types are purely random combinations of
alphabet/numeric/special characters, the attacker can also recover the target password
PW within a reasonable time except when the password length is 10. Moreover, the
attacker can successfully recover the target password PW in a reasonable time when on
the powerful supercomputer, and this includes all password types [34, 35]. As a result,
we can see that the proposed password guessing attacks are feasible. For this reason, the
Lee-Lee’s protocol is insecure for practical applications.
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4. Proposed Protocol. This section proposes an improved password based authenti-
cated key agreement protocol that, unlike Lee-Lee’s protocol, can withstand the off-line
password guessing attacks. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed password based authenti-
cated key agreement protocol.

Shared Information: p, g, h(·), sid, IDA, IDB

Information held by Alice: IDA, PW
Information held by Bob: IDB, PW

Alice Bob

Generate random a ∈ RZ
∗
p

Compute X ← ga mod p
Compute QA ← gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ) mod p

Compute XA ← X ⊕QA sid, IDA, XA−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→Generate random b ∈ RZ
∗
P

Compute Y ← gb mod p
Compute QB ← gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ) mod p

Compute X ← XA ⊕QB

Compute KB ← Xb mod p (= gab)
Compute VB ← h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KB)

Compute KA ← Y a mod p (= gab) sid, IDB, Y, VB←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Verify

VB
?
=h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KA)

Compute VA ← h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KA)
Compute SKA ← h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KA)

sid, IDA, VA−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Verify VA

?
=h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KB)

Compute SKB ← h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KB)

Session Key SKA = SKB = h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y, g
ab)

Figure 2. Proposed password based authenticated key agreement protocol

4.1. Protocol. The proposed password based authenticated key agreement protocol pro-
ceeds with the following 4 steps:

KA1. Alice → Bob: {sid, IDA, XA}
Alice chooses a random integer number a ∈ RZ

∗
p , and then computes X = ga mod

p and QA = gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ) mod p, where sid is a session identifier. Finally, Alice
computes XA = X ⊕QA, and sends it with her identity IDA and session identifier
sid to Bob.

KA2. Bob → Alice: {sid, IDB, Y, VB}
Upon receiving sid, IDA and XA from Alice, Bob chooses a random integer num-

ber b ∈ RZ
∗
p , and then computes Y = gb mod p and QB = gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ) mod p.

Bob extracts X = ga mod p by computing X = XA ⊕ QB. Then, Bob computes
the shared secret key KB = Xb = gab mod p and a message authentication code
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(MAC) VB = h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KB), and sends back Y and VB with his identity
IDB and session identifier sid to Alice.

KA3. Alice → Bob: {sid, IDA, VA}
Upon receiving sid, IDB, Y and VB from Bob, Alice computes the shared secret

key KA = Y a = gab mod p and MAC value h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KA), and verifies if
the received MAC value VB is equal to her computed MAC value h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,
KA). If they match each other, Alice authenticates Bob. Finally, Alice computes
a message authentication code (MAC) VA = h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KA) and sends it
with her identity IDA and session identifier sid to Bob.

KA4. Bob verifies the received {sid, IDA, VA}
Upon receiving sid, IDA and VA from Alice, Bob computes MAC value h(sid,

IDA, IDB, Y,KB), and verifies if the received MAC value VA is equal to his com-
puted MAC value h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KB). If they match each other, Bob also
authenticates Alice.

After mutual authentication and session key agreement between Alice and Bob, SKA =
h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KA) and SKB = h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KB) are used as a session
key, where KA = KB = gab mod p, respectively.

4.2. Efficiency considerations. For providing computational efficiency in the proposed
protocol, we can change QA = gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ) mod p with h(sid, IDA, IDB, PW ) in
Step KA1 and QB = gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ) mod p with h(sid, IDA, IDB, PW ) in Step KA2,
respectively. It means that a total of two-time exponential operations can be reduced
in the proposed protocol. However, to simple compute XA = X ⊕ QA and extract
X = XA ⊕ QB with the same bit size, there need some expansion algorithm against
QA = h(sid, IDA, IDB, PW ) and QB = h(sid, IDA, IDB, PW ) or additional hash func-
tion algorithm such as {0, 1}∗ → RZ

∗
p . It is a tradeoff between convenience and efficiency.

5. Security Analysis. This section provides the heuristic security analysis and the prov-
able security analysis [36-38] of the proposed password based authenticated key agreement
protocol.

5.1. Heuristic security analysis. First, we define the security terms [19, 32] needed
for security analysis of the proposed protocol as follows:

Definition 5.1. A weak secret (Password PW ) is a value of low entropy Weak(k), which
can be guessed in polynomial time.

Definition 5.2. The discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is explained by the following:
Given a prime p, a generator g of RZ

∗
p , and an element β ∈ RZ

∗
p , find the integer α,

0 ≤ α ≤ p− 2, such that gα ≡ β mod p.

Definition 5.3. The Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) is explained by the following: Given
a prime p, a generator g of RZ

∗
p , and elements ga mod p and gb mod p, find gab mod p.

Definition 5.4. A secure one-way hash function y = h(x) is one where given x to compute
y is easy and given y to compute x is hard.

Here, eight security properties [19, 32]: replay attack, password guessing attack, man-
in-middle attack, modification attack, mutual authentication, known-key security, session
key security, and perfect forward secrecy, must be considered for the proposed authenti-
cated key agreement protocol. Under the above four definitions, the following theorems
are used to analyze seven security properties in the proposed protocol.

Theorem 5.1. The proposed protocol can resist the replay attack.
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Proof: Suppose an adversary Eve intercepts XA = X⊕QA from Alice in Step KA1 and
uses it to impersonate Alice by using replay attack. However, Eve cannot compute a cor-
rect a message authentication code (MAC) VA = h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KA) and deliver it to
Bob unless she can correctly guess password PW to obtain X from XA and guess the right
random integer number b from Y , and then Eve must face the discrete logarithm problem
(DLP). On the other hand, suppose Eve intercepts Y and VB = h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KB)
from Bob in Step KA2, and uses it to impersonate Bob by using replay attack. For the
same reason, if Eve cannot gain the correct random integer number a from XA, Alice will
find out that h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KA) is not equivalent to VB, and then Alice will not
send VA back to Eve. Therefore, the proposed protocol can resist the replay attack.

Theorem 5.2. The proposed protocol can resist the password guessing attacks.

Proof: An on-line password guessing attack cannot succeed since Bob can choose
appropriate trail intervals. On the other hand, in an off-line password guessing attack,
due to the Definition 5.1, Eve can try to find out a weak password by repeatedly guessing
possible passwords and verifying the correctness of the guesses based on information
obtained in an off-line manner. In our proposed protocol, Eve can gain the knowledge of
XA, Y , VB, and VA in Steps KA1, KA2 and KA3, respectively. Assume that Eve wants
to impersonate Alice. She first guesses password PW ∗ and then finds X∗ = XA ⊕ Q∗

A

and YB, where Q
∗
A = gh(sid,IDA,IDB ,PW ∗) mod p. However, Eve has to break the discrete

logarithm problem (DLP) and the Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) [19] to find the keying
material KA = KB to verify her guess. Thus, Eve cannot gain the shared session key
without X∗ and the keying material KA and KB. Therefore, the proposed protocol can
resist the password guessing attacks.

Theorem 5.3. The proposed protocol can resist the man-in-middle attack.

Proof: A mutual password PW between Alice and Bob is used to prevent the man-
in-middle attack. The illegal Eve cannot pretend to be Alice or Bob to authenticate the
other since she does not own the mutual password PW . Therefore, the proposed protocol
can resist the man-in-middle attack.

Theorem 5.4. The proposed protocol can resist the modification attack.

Proof: Eve may modify the messages XA, Y , VB and VA being transmitted over
an insecure network. However, although Eve forges them, the proposed protocol can
detect this modification attack, because it can verify not only the equality of KA and KB

computed by each party, but also the correctness of XA and Y transmitted between two
parties through validating VB and VA in the proposed protocol. Therefore, the proposed
protocol can resist the modification attack.

Theorem 5.5. The proposed protocol provides secure mutual authentication.

Proof: The proposed protocol performs secure mutual authentication of Alice and Bob
because the password PW is not known to the attacker and the random values a and b
are large and random. In the proposed protocol, the goal of mutual authentication is to
generate an agreed session key SK between Alice and Bob for i-th session. In Step KA3,
after Alice receives the response message {sid, IDB, Y, VB} from Bob, he/she will check if

the MAC value contains the KB = gxy by checking VB
?
=h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KA). Since

the MAC value included KA = KB = gab, Alice will believe {sid, IDB, Y, VB} was origi-
nally sent from Bob. In Step KA4, after Bob receives the hashed message {sid, IDA, VA}
from Alice, he/she will check if the MAC value contains the Diffie-Hellman KA = gab by

checking VA
?
=h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KB). Since the hMAC value included KA = KB = gab,
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Bob will believe {sid, IDA, VA} was originally sent from Alice. Therefore, the proposed
protocol can provide secure mutual authentication.

Theorem 5.6. The proposed protocol provides known-key security.

Proof: Known-key security means that each run of a key agreement protocol be-
tween two entities Alice and Bob should produce unique secret keys; such keys are
called session keys. In the proposed protocol, after mutual authentication and session
key agreement between Alice and Bob, SKA = h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KA) and SKB =
h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KB) are used as a session key, where KA = KB = gab mod p, re-
spectively. The random integer values a and b are never reused in the future sessions. It
means that knowing a session keying materials KA = KB = gab mod p and the random
integer values a and b are of no use for computing the other session keying materials
K ′

A = K ′
B = ga

′b′ mod p, since without knowing a′ and b′, it is impossible to compute the
session keying material ga

′b′ mod p. Therefore, the proposed protocol provides known-key
security.

Theorem 5.7. The proposed protocol provides session key security.

Proof: Session key security means that at the end of the key exchange, the ses-
sion key is not known by anyone but Alice and Bob. The session key SKA = SKB =
h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y, g

ab mod p) is not known by anyone but Alice and Bob since the
random integer values a and b are protected by the Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) and the
secure one-way hash function. None of this session keying material gab mod p is known
to anybody but Alice and Bob. Therefore, the proposed protocol provides session key
security.

Theorem 5.8. The proposed protocol provides perfect forward secrecy.

Proof: Perfect forward secrecy means that if long-term private keys of one or more
entities are compromised, the secrecy of previous session keys established by honest en-
tities is not affected. If the user’s password PW is compromised, it does not allow Eve
to determine the session key SKA = SKB = h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y, g

ab mod p) for past
sessions and decrypt them, since Eve is still faced with the Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP)
to compute the session keying material KA = KB = gab mod p. Therefore, the proposed
protocol satisfies the property of perfect forward secrecy.

The security properties of Lee-Lee’s protocol [26] and the proposed protocol are summa-
rized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, Lee-Lee’s protocol is insecure to the man-in-middle
attack, modification attack and password guessing attack. Moreover, Lee-Lee’s protocol
cannot provide secure mutual authentication because an attacker can easily impersonate a

Table 1. Security properties of Lee-Lee’s and the proposed protocols

Lee-Lee’s protocol Proposed protocol

Replay attack Secure Secure
Password guessing attack Insecure Secure
Man-in-middle attack Insecure Secure
Modification attack Insecure Secure
Mutual authentication No Provide Provide
Known-key security Provide Provide
Session key security Provide Provide
Perfect forward secrecy Provide Provide
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legal communication entity by performing man-in-middle attack or modification attack or
password guessing attack. However, the proposed protocol satisfies all security properties
compared with Lee-Lee’s protocol.

5.2. Provable security analysis. In this subsection, we introduce a formal security
model, which is mainly adopted from Bellare et al. [36, 37]. In addition, we formally
define the special security requirements of password based authenticated key agreement
protocol. The proposed formal proof method is based on Bellare et al.’s [36, 37] and
Chang et al.’s proof methods [38].

5.2.1. Formal security model. Let Alice A and Bob B, two communicating parties, share
a common password PW in advance. The model is principally used formally as follows.

1. Define the characteristics of participating entities.
Protocol Participants. A party may have several instances, called oracles,

involved in distinct concurrent executions of the protocols. We denote some instance
i with an identifier A as Πi

A.
Long-lived keys. Two parties A and B share a common password PW . We

call PW long-lived key and assume that the password is chosen independently and
uniformly at random from the set {1, . . . , D}, where D is a constant, independent
of the security parameter.

Session identity and partner identity. The session identity SID is used to
uniquely name the ensuing session. SID(Πi

A) is the concatenation of all flows with
the oracle Πi

A. PID(Πi
A) = B, denoted as Πi

A, is the communication with another
participant B. Both SID and PID are publicly available.

Accepting and terminating. There are two states, ACC(Πi
A) and TERM

(Πi
A), for an oracle Πi

A. ACC(Π
i
A) = true denotes that Πi

A has enough information
to compute a session key (SK). At any time an oracle can accept messages right
away. As soon as Πi

A is accepted, SK(Πi
A), SID(Πi

A) and PID(Πi
A) are defined.

When an oracle sends or receives the last message of the protocol, receives an invalid
message, or misses an expected message, the state of TERM(Πi

A) is set to true. As
long as Πi

A is terminated, no message will be sent out.
2. Define an adversary’s capabilities.

The adversary A has an endless supply of oracles and models various queries to
them. Each query models a capability of the adversary, such as forward secrecy and
know-key security. The six queries and their responses are listed below.
(a) Send(Πi

A,m): This query models A sending a message m to Πi
A. A gets back

from his/her query the response which Πi
A would have generated in processing

messagem and updates SID, PID, and its state. A in the form Send(Πi
A, start)

initiates an execution of the protocol.
(b) Execute(Πi

A,Π
j
B): This query models A obtaining an honest execution of the

proposed password based authenticated key agreement (PAKA) protocol in the
middle of two oracles Πi

A and Πj
B. Execute(Πi

A,Π
j
B) models A obtaining an

honest execution of the protocols between two oracles Πi
A and Πj

B. This query
may at first seem useless since A already can carry out an honest execution
among oracles. Yet, the query is essential for properly dealing with on/off-line
password guessing attacks.

(c) Reveal(Πi
A): This query models A obtaining a session key (SK) with an un-

conditional return by Πi
A. The query is for dealing with know-key security. The

Reveal query is only available if the state ACC(Πi
A) = true.
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(d) Corrupt(A): This query models A obtaining along-lived key PW with an un-
conditional return by A. The query is for dealing with perfect forward secrecy.

(e) Hash(m): In the ideal hash model, A gets hash results by making queries to a
random oracle. After receiving this query, the random oracle will check whether
m has been queried. If so, it returns the result previously generated to A;
otherwise it generates a random number r and sends it to A, and stores (m, r)
into the H− table, which is a record set used to record all previous hash queries.

(f) Test(Πi
A): This query models the semantic security of the session key (SK) (the

indistinguishability between the real session key and a random string). During
an execution of the protocol, A can make any of the above queries, and at once,
asks for a test query. Then, Πi

A flips a coin b and returns SK if b = 1 or a
random string with length |SK| if b = 0. The query is only available if Πi

A is
fresh. A outputs a bit b′ and wins the game of breaking the protocol if b = b′.

3. Formal specification of the proposed protocol PAKA.
Table 2 shows the initialization of both protocols. Table 3 shows how instances

in the PAKA protocol behave in response to messages (runs the PAKA protocol).
Before putting the protocol to work, each oracle sets ACC(Πi

U) ← TERM(Πi
U) ←

false and SK(Πi
U)← SID(Πi

U)← PID(Πi
U)← null.

Table 2. Specification of protocol initialization

Initialize(1k, 1l), where l and k are security parameters and l < k
Select p prime with length |p| = k and p− 1 = l; this defines group G;
Choose random generator g ← G;
Choose a hash function h(·) : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l
Publish parameters p, g, h(·);
< PW >A,B← {1, . . . , D}

5.2.2. Definitions of security. This subsection defines what constitutes the breaking of
the our PAKA protocol. To begin with, let’s set the formal notions of security as follows.

1. Freshness.
An oracle A is identified as fresh (or holds a fresh SK) if the following three

conditions are satisfied:
(a) Πi

A has been accepted,
(b) no oracle has been asked for a corrupt query before Πi

A is accepted, and
(c) neither Πi

A nor its partner has been asked for a reveal query.
2. Partnering.

In PAKA protocol, we say two oracles Πi
A and Πj

B are partnered if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(a) Πi

A and Πj
B have been accepted,

(b) SK(Πi
A) = SK(Πj

B),

(c) SID(Πi
A) ∩ SID(Πj

B) 6= 0,

(d) PID(Πi
A) = B and PID(Πj

B) = A, and

(e) no other oracle accepts SK = SK(Πi
A) = SK(Πj

B).
3. AKE security (session key security).

We say A has the probability Pr(win) to win a game of breaking the session key
security of PAKA ifAmakes a single test query to a fresh oracle and correctly guesses
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Table 3. Specification of the proposed protocol PAKA

Execution(Πi
A,Π

j
B)

1. Send1(Π
i
A, start)

< a >← RZ
∗
p ; X = ga mod p; XA = X ⊕ PW ;

msg out1 ←< sid, IDA, XA >; state
j
A ←< a,X >;

return msg out1
2. Send2(Π

j
B,m1)

< sid, IDA, XA >← m1; X ← XA ⊕ PW ; < s >← RZ
∗
p ; Y = gs mod p;

KB = (X)s mod p; VB = h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KB);
msg out2 ←< sid, IDB, Y, VB >;

statejB ←< Y,KB >;
return msg out2

3. Send3(Π
i
A,m2)

< sid, IDB, Y, VB >← m2; < a,X >← statejA; KA ← (Y )a mod p;
if h(sid, IDB, IDA, X,KA) = VB
VA = h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KA);
msg out3 ←< sid, IDA, VA >;
SK(Πi

A)← h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KA);
SID(Πi

A)←< msg outl,m2,msg out3 >;
PID(Πi

A)← B; ACC(Πi
A)← true; TERM(Πi

A)← true;
else msg out3 ← ∗;

4. Send4(Π
j
B,m3)

< sid, IDA, VA >← m3; < Y,KB >← statejB;
if h(sid, IDA, IDB, Y,KB) = VA
SK(Πj

B)← h(sid, IDA, IDB, X, Y,KB); SID(Πj
B)←< ml,msg out2,m3 >;

PID(Πj
B)← A; ACC(Πj

B)← true; TERM(Πj
B)← true

return null

the bit b used in the game. We denote the AKE advantage of A in attacking PAKA
as AdvAKE

PAKA(A); the advantages are taken over all bit tosses. The advantage of A
distinguishing the session key is given by AdvAKE

PAKA(A) = 2Pr(win) − 1. Protocol
PAKA is AKE-secure if AdvAKE

PAKA(A) is negligible.
4. Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption.

Let G =< g > be a cyclic of prime order p − 1 and x, y chosen at random in
Z∗

p . Let B be a CDH-adversary that given a challenge ψ = (gx, gy), and let ε be the
probability that B can output an element z in G such that z = gxy. We denote this
success probability as SuccCDH

G (B). The CDH problem is intractable if SuccCDH
G (B)

is negligible.
5. Adversary’s resources.

The security can be formulated as a function of the amount of resources A obtains.
The resources are as follows:
(a) t: time of computing,
(b) qsei , qex, qre, qco, qh: the number of Sendi, Execute, Reveal, Corrupt, and Hash

queries separately made. Here, qse is the total number of qsei .
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5.2.3. Security proof.

Theorem 5.9. Let A be an adversary against the AKE-security of the PAKA protocol
within a time bound t, after qse and qh. Then we have:

AdvAKE
PAKA(A) 6

qse
|D|

+ qseqhSucc
CDH
G (t1) +

qse
2l

where t1 is the running time of SuccCDH
G .

Proof: There are three ways that might lead to A successfully attacking the AKE-
security of the PAKA protocol. First, A might obtain the long-lived key and impersonate
A or B by mounting the on/off-line password guessing attack. Second, A might directly
obtain the session key by solving the CDH problem. In the following, we shall analyze
the probability of the two situations one by one. To analyze a situation, the others are
assumed to be under some known probability.

1. On/off-line password guessing attacks.
A and B separately chooses a ← RZ

∗
p and b ← RZ

∗
p at random, which implies X

(= ga mod p) and Y (= gb mod p) are random numbers. Hence, A observes that the
message (XA = X ⊕ PW ) returned from Send1 is independent of other messages.
Therefore, the adversary gets no advantage for the off-line password guessing attack.
The probability of the on-line password guessing attack making way is bounded by
qse and D as follows:

λ 6 qse
|D|

The on-line guessing attack can be prevented by letting the server B take the
appropriate intervals between trials.

2. CDH attack (session key).
B plays the role of a simulator for indistinguishability. It uses the PAKA protocol

to respond to allA’s queries and deal with the CDH problem. B sets up the long-lived
key PW , picks a random number i from [1, qse1 ], and sets a counter cnt = 0. When
A makes Send1, B answers according to the protocol to return msg out1 to Send1
and increases cnt by 1. If cnt 6= i, B answers with msg out2 to Send2. If cnt = i,
B answers with < gy, h(random, gx) > by using the element gx from the challenge
ψ. When A makes Send3, if the input is the flow corresponding to challenge ψ, B
answers with < h(random, gy) > by using the element gy from the challenge ψ. If
not, B answers with msg out3 to Send3.

When A makes a Reveal(Πi
A) or Reveal(Πj

B), B checks whether the oracle has
been accepted and is fresh. If so, B1 answers by using the session key SK. How-
ever, if the session key has to be constructed from the challenge ψ, B halts. When
A makes a Corrupt(A), Corrupt(B), Execute(Πi

A,Π
j
B), or Hash(m), B answers in

a straightforward way. When A makes a single test query, B answers in a straight-
forward way. However, if the session key has to be constructed from the challenge
ψ, B answers with a random string for the Test(Πi

A) or Test(Π
j
B).

This simulation is perfectly indistinguishable from any execution of the real PAKA
protocol except for one execution in which the challenge ψ is involved. The proba-
bility α of B correctly guessing the session key A will use test(Πi

A) is the probability
of cnt = i. Then, we have

α =
1

qse1
6 1

qse
Assume that A has broken the CDH problem (A outputting b′ after the test query,

wins), then at least one of the hash queries equals SK. The probability of B correctly
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choosing among the possible hash queries is

β 6 1

qh

From the above description, the probability SuccCDH
G (B) that B outputs z from the

challenge ψ is the probability ε that A breaks the AKE-secure protocol multiplied by
the probability α that B1 correctly guesses the moment at which A breaks the AKE-
secure protocol multiplied by the probability β that B1 correctly chooses among the
possible hash queries:

SuccCDH
G (B) = ε× α× β 6 ε× 1

qse
× 1

qh

6. Performance Comparison. This section compared the proposed protocol with other
password based key agreement protocols submitted to IEEE P1363.2 (Password-based
Techniques) [39, 40] and Lee-Lee’s protocol [26]. Table 4 shows the comparison results of
the computational costs of the proposed protocol and of various password-based protocols
based on an asymmetric model. In order to compare the computational workload, we
considered the number of exponentiations that consume the most execution time. In
Table 4, we use this counting method for a number of exponentiations.

Table 4. The comparison of computational costs

B-SPEKE SRP6 AMP2 PAK-Y Lee-Lee Proposed

# of passes 3 4 4 3 4 3 (3)
# of random numbers 3 2 2 3 2 2 (2)
# of Alice’s exponenti-
ations

3 3 3 5 2 3 (2)

# of Bob’s exponentia-
tions

4 3 4 5 2 3 (2)

# of hash operations 6 6 9 8 4 8 (8)

( ): Costs of the proposed protocol considering computational efficiency

SRP6, AMP2 and Lee-Lee’s protocol are four-pass protocols for password-based authen-
ticated key agreement, but B-SPEKE and PAK-Y are three-pass protocols. SRP6, AMP2
and Lee-Lee’s protocol require the smallest random numbers, B-SPEKE and PAK-Y re-
quire the smallest computational passes, SRP6 and Lee-Lee’s protocol require the smallest
exponentiations, and Lee-Lee’s protocol require the smallest hash operations among the
previously proposed protocols, respectively.
By contrast, the proposed protocol implements a three-pass protocol. In the proposed

protocol, each party performs approximately two random number generations, three ex-
ponentiations, and four hash operations. The exchanged data size is only 3|p| + 2|h(·)|,
where p is a generator of the group of points of order q. Furthermore, the computational
costs of the proposed protocol considering computational efficiency can be more reduced
in case of exponentiations. Therefore, as in Table 4, we can see that the proposed protocol
has the smallest computational and communicational workloads.

7. Conclusions. The current paper demonstrated the vulnerabilities of Lee-Lee’s pass-
word based authenticated key agreement protocol to off-line password guessing attacks.
Then, to resolve such security problems, we presented an improved protocol. As a result,
the proposed password based authenticated key agreement protocol is not only secure
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against well-known cryptographical attacks and but also provides good performance since
it provides mutual authentication and a session key agreement between two communi-
cation parties. Accordingly, the proposed protocol has several important features and
advantages. For example, (1) the proposed protocol is designed to optimize the computa-
tion cost of each participant by using the small communication round; (2) the proposed
protocol does not require public key cryptosystem and digital signatures; (3) the pro-
posed protocol is secure against well-known cryptographical attacks; (4) the proposed
protocol provides secure mutual authentication, known-key security, session key security,
and perfect forward secrecy. Thus, the proposed protocol is very useful in password-based
Internet and wire/wireless communication environments to access remote information sys-
tems since it provides security, reliability and efficiency.
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